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.,
v FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF CONTROL-STICK VIBRATION

OF THE YG-IB AUTOGIRO
—

~ By F, J. Bailey, Jr.

,.

SUMMARY .
.,

., -.

As a preliminary step in an investig~ti.on of control-
stick vibration in direct-control autogiros, the periodic

, @ variations in the noments transmitted through the control
. system of a YG-lB emtogiro were recorded in flight. The —

results of the neasurenents are ‘presented in the’ form of
coa.fficients of Fourier series expressing the War-ying part
of the lateral *and.the Longitudinal nonerits acting between
rotor and fuselage at the control trunnions. —.

.:, The most ‘important conpone’nt of the variation in
.-

stic’k force was found to have a frequency of three times
the rotor speed and(an anplitude that rose fron negligible
values at tip-speed ratios %elow 0.20 to +5.2 pounds ion-”” “- .
gitudinally and +3.2 pounds la%erally at tip-speed ratios
of 0035Q~ Variations in stick force at all other frequen-
cies were small In comparison with those at three tines

— —-. .—

the rotor speed. ..

“.
. . .

INTRODUCTION
,..,

Conventional three-blade direct-’control autogiros of
the tilting-hub type are generally regarded as unsuitable
for extended cross-country flights, largely because of the
severe vibration of the control stick that appears at air
speeds above 80 miles per hour, The “importance of the
problem of stick vi%ration has been recog~ized by ~esign-
ere and several eolutions have been proposed-, Because the
relative importance of the various elements of the control
arrangement, as tregards their contribution to stick vibra-
tion, has -never been established, the tendency has been
to devise an arrangement of the hub and the blades that
will exclude all possibility of disturbing forces capable
of causing stick vibration,. Consequently, all the SOIU- “-”-- ——

, —L-
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tions proposed have inv:o%ve’d”radical departures from con-
ventional arrangements and their develo,pnent has been slow.
.4s yet, no entirely sa$iefactory solution has evolved.

.,,
[=Thefundamental cause of stick vibration is a peri-

odic variation in the nomqnt acting between the rotor and
the fu~elage at the lateral-control and the longitudinal-
control trunnionsj From time to ,time, attenpts have been
made to express theoretically the variation in monent and
to determine the modifications required to eliminate the
disturbance. Such attempts have shown sone promise but
have always been handicapped by lack of specific experi-
mental data against which the calculations could be checked
to establfsh the ,validitiy.of the asstiptions on :#hich they ,
are necessarily based.

To obtain the desired experimental data, the National
Advlso.ry .Conmittee for Aeronautics has been conducting a
program of stick-vibration tests on the YG-lB autogiro
lent tlto Comnittee by the Amy Air Corps. Durin& these
tests, which have been conpleted, the varying-loads “in the
control system wero recorded and the variation of the
trunnion moments with rotor azimuth position was estab-
ltshodo The results of the tests are reported herein.

APPARATUS MD TESTS

The YG-lB autogiro (fig. 1) used fo,r the tests is a
two-place 225-horsepower direct-control machine of the
tilting-hub type, having a 40-foot-dianeter three-blade
rotor, As flown during the tests, with pilot only, the
weight was 2,130 pounds-

The rotor blades, which’had a 1.2-inch chord, were of
the G5ttingen 606 airfoil section. Over the outhoardpor-
tion of the blades, between 72 and 93 percent of the ra-
dius; the chord was extended 1 inch by a trailing-edge
tab. The tab was reflexed approximately 10° to counteract
the unstable center-of-pressure travel of the Gtlttingen
606 “section. ,,

The arrangement of the rotor hub is shown In figure
2. Tho axes of the lateral and the longitudinal trun=-
nions, about which the hub is tilted for controlj inters-
ect in’ a point 7/16 inch to the left and.1-5/8 inbhes
ahead of the rotor axis and 2-3/4” inches below the plane

.
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. of the flappiag hinges, The mechanical advantage between
stick ‘qnd hub, determined by measuring the angular motion
of the two with the system in the positions covered by~’
the flights, is 5.27 laterally and. 3..86 longitudinally.
The stick length is approximately 1.9 feet; hence a vari-
ation of 1 pound in t“he lateral or -the longitudinal stick
force. corresponde’ to .=variation of 10 foot-pounds in the
lateral trunnion monent and 7.3 foot-pounds in the. longi-
tudinal trunnion noment, respectively.

The variation in the loads in the control systen was
recorded by an N.A,C.A, stick-type control-force recorder.
,This instrument was-calibrated to’give the lateral. and
the longitudinal noraents about the stick pivots, applied
to the base of the stick by the control systen. Multi-
plication of the stick monents by the lateral and th,e

.i longitudinal mechanical advantages of the systen gave the.
? varying .nonents acting between fuselage and rotor af the

trunnion axes. Trunnion noments are .considered. posit ive
when the air forces tend to tilt the rotor to the right

* and to the rear.
-..—

In over-all dimensions, the control-forbe reco~dfng :
stick was Q reproduction of the original control stick.
It was designed to,r~ord, on a filn, the lateral and the
longitudinal deformations. of a flexible, elastic section
located near its lower. end.

-.
,

.

In ordor to record properly the periodic ”loads of
the control system with the apparatus just described, it
was necessary to minimize the motion of the stick relative.
to the fuselage. For this reason, the stick was held as
tightly as possible while the records were being taken.
In.addition, the inertia of the upper -part of the stick,
already larger than that of the normal stick because of
the heavier material used in its oonstructio+, was aug-.

, mented by wrapping a 5-pound bag of lead shot around the
handgrip. Subsequent comparison of the amplitudes of the
moment variations recorded with the stick free without
the lead shot on the handgrip and with the stick held in
the nanner just described indicated that no further in-

.’ crease in the recorded amplitude would have been obtained
by clamping the stick... . .-

The ti’ning circuit of the ctintrol-force recorder was
connected to a contacting device on the rotor hub, designed
to produce a lreak ib the tining line once per revolution
of the ro”tor. ‘Henee~”.th& relation between the varying”

.
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loads in the control system and. the azlnuth position of
the rotor could be established from the records.

Rotor speed,..air speed, and engtne speed were noted
by the pilot from observations of the regular flight in-
struments The accuracy of the pilotts rotor tachometer
had, however, been checked against a revolution-recording
devico in previous flights.

Records were taken in both gliding and level flight
over a range of air speeds from 40 to 105 niles per hour.
The altitudes of the different runsvaried fron 2,000_to
3,500 feet.

--

In every case the test procedure was the same; the
autogiro was flown steadily, the mean value of the stick
force was made approximately zero by means of the “bungee,tl
and the stick was held tightly while a 1- or 2-seoo.nd
record was taken,

The bungee consists essentially of a steel spring
acting between the hub and the fuselage, restraining the
tilting of the hub about tho trunnions. Changes in the
bungee setting change the tension in the spring and there-
fore change the mean stick farce required for ~rim. The
bungee has no effect on the periodically varying part of
the stick force, as long as the stick is held fixed.

RESULTS

Reproductions of several typical records are shown In
figure 3. The starts of the short breaks In the tining
line correspond to an azimuth of 1570 for blade 1, one com-
plete revolution of the rotor taking placQ ~et.wpen succes-
sive breaks. An upward deflection “of tho records of longi-
tudinal and lateral force indicates that the pilot is ex-
erting force forward and to the right on the stick. The
relative unimportance of any first harnonic variation in
tho trunnion nonents is at once apparent from the records,

Analysis of the records to determine the actual vari-
ation of trunnion monent is complicated by the fact that
the response, of an instrument of the type used, to a per-
iodically varying nom~nt ,acting on the base of tho stick
depends not only on the magnitude of the change in nonent
but also on the danping present in the instrument and on

-. .
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..

the ratio of the frequency “of the no~ent variation to the
natural frequency of the instrument.:” In” the present case,
the instrument had ver”y little ‘dcunpf”ngand had a natural
frequency of 31 cycles per second, Theory indicates that
its response to frequencies below 31 should be exactly in
phase with the .impressed’-nometit”:vixriati.on. The amplitude
of response to a variation oocurring at a frequency of n

. .

cycles per second should be ~1~~ tines as great

as ~o the” sane variation oocurring statically. (See ref-
erence 1.) In the use o.f this expression, each component

.. nust be separately considered. In order to deternine the
actual peripdic variation in trunnion nonent$ the record

1 was broken.dow~ into its conponent frequencies by harnonic
analysis and:the amplitude of each frequency was modi”fied

, ..by.the appropriate, factor. .“
—

. The fi.r~t step in the analysis of the records was to
determine the azimuth position of the rotor as a function
.of the distan,oe along the film. The azimuth yosition was

.—

%. .ordinarily determined,,on th,e assumption that the film
speed and the rotor speed were constant between the revo-
lution marks. In a few cases, where this assumption Was
obviously in error, a curve of film speed against distance
along the record was established by measuring the distance
between peaks on the. vibration records and assuming that
these, peaks were ex,actly 120° apart. The curve established
in this way was, of course, con-firmed by the average film
speed over each revolution as obtained from the revolution
marks.

—

After the relation between rotor azimuth and distance
along the film had been established, the ordinates of the
record lines were read at points corresponding to every
10° in azimuth of %lade 1 from 0° to 360° for three con-
secutive revolutions,

In general, the moment variation given by the records
could be satisfactorily approximated by a single “cycle re-
peated three tines per revolution of the rotor andk involv-
ing only third,. sixth, and ninth harmonics of the rotor
speed, Accordingly, the coefficients of the Fourier sorties

.expressing this cycl~_yere determined by harmonic analysis
. ,-fron averages of the ord:nates” of th-e nine succtisaiv-e

cycles, Figures 4 to 7 illustrate the agr6enent of the
●

series with the experimental values fron which it was de-
rived. The experimental points on figures 6 and 7 indi-
cate the degree to which successive cycles in the same

.-

revolution differed frou bne another, No significance
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should be “attached to ‘t”hemean’ val,ues of the noments shown
on “the ftgures! l?h”edepartures of the mean value from
zero nerely indicate failure to trim out average- stick
forces with the bungee. ‘,.,

As previously rnentibnedo’ the ,recorded mouents shown
in figures4 to ?’ are not the actual moments-in the control
system becaus’e.the response of the ,recording instrumo~i to
a.,periodic variation in moment depends on the frequency$
as well as on the magnitude, of the variation. Only after
each of the coefficients of the Fourier sor’ies was m6difiod
by the proper fact”or was the actual variation in” impressed
moment ?bt~ined. An idea as to the effect of this godifi-

“ cation cah be obtainsd from, figures 8 and 9, where ‘both the
rqcorded and the actual moments are comparod, In’ general,
the anplitude of the third hqrmonic was reduced about 12
peroent and that of the sixth harmonic,, about 70 percent.
The small ninth harmonic bocane negligible.. . ,-r-.

,,.
,..,

The varying part of the actual longitudinal ~oment
at the trunnions was thdrefore found to be expressible~ r

in terns of the azimuth angle ~, by the four-term I?our%er
“series,.,

.
AM = A“3COS”3~ i-.,B3sin 3$ + Aecos 6$ + Besin 6$

‘ The values of the coefficients ,:A3, B3, Ae, and Ba, ob-
‘tainkd in the manne”r just descrl’bed, are presented as” func-
tions of”the tip-speed ratio M in figure 10.

,.. .
Coefficients of a sinilar series expressing tho vary-

ing part of tho lateral nonent at tho trunni.ons are given
in figurd 11. “ ‘,,

The lateral, and the longitudinal coefficients are
‘tabulated, along with the corresponding values of tip-
speed ratio, rotor speed, and engine speed, in table 1.

. .

Except for the last run, at a tip-speed ratio of
0.356, the coefficients shown in figureq”10 and 11 and in
table 1.are based o@ records obta~ned in glides. A number
of additional records of the longitudinal moment were ob-
tained in level flight.. ‘The results, are omitted ”beoause
analysis oaf the .r,eco’rdswas carried out only” far enough
to establish the fact that coefficients obtained in letiel
flight w“ould n:ot di,ffer appreciably from those for glides.

. ...-
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DISCUSSION

Accidental errors are indicated by the dispersion of
the points in figures 10 and 11. A considerable yart of
this dispersion, particularly in the case “o-fthe sixth
harmonic, i.s believed to be tracea?)le to errors in the
determination of rotor.azimuth, resulting from variations
in the film speed. The irregularities in film speed are
inherent in the control-force recorder and cannot be elim-
inated without a radical change in the design of the in-
strument. Their effect, however, can be minimiz’tid-in any
future tests by providing for more frequent breaks in
the timing line so that the exact azimuth p-osfiion of the”
rotor will he known several times during each revolution.

.

Another yossi%le source of the accidental errors in
the coefficients lies in the use of a harmonic analysis
based on only. 12 points during each cycle. In the pres-
‘ence of the superimposed high-frequency engine vibration,
the 12-poin.t analysis would hardly be adequate if only a
single cycle were to be analyzed. No connection exists
between the engine and the rotor, however, and each suc-
cessive recorded cycle of the rot-or Vibrai-ion will ordi-
narily be differently nodif$ed by engine vibration. Only
when the engine speed or the frequency of firing of the
cylinders is .an integral multiple of the third harrionic
of the rotor speed will successive cycles be iden~~ally
affected. Hence, coefficients determined from an average
curve for nine successive “cycles should be relatively
free fron errors due to the use of the 12-point harmonic
‘analysis.

.
The amplitude of the periodic third”-harmonic varia-

tion in trunnion monent is given by the expression ‘ —

“m. Application of this expression,to the data

given in figures ‘1O and’11 shows that, at a ti-p~spee~ ra-
tio of 0.35, the periodic variation in trun-nion moment
was +38 foot-pounds longitudinally and +32 foot-pounds
laterally. l?he corresponding variation in stick force was
*5.2 pounds longitudinally and+3.,2 pounds laterally. The
vibration-under these conditions was regarded %y the pilot
as severe.

As the t“ip-speed ratio .is,reduced, the vibratiori
rapidly deoreases. At a tip-speed ratio of 0.20, the lon-
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gitudinal variation in stick force was +1.2 pounds and
\

the lateral was +0.2 yound. Under these conditions, the
pilot found the vibration insignificant. /

In the interpretation of the re,sults of the tests,
it is important to remenber that the ooofficients given
in figures 10 and 11 do not necessarily express thq peri-
odic moments of the disturbing forces tending t? t~.lt
the rotor about the trunnions. With the stick held, mo-
tionless relative to the fuselage, the autogiro constitutes
an elastic system;involving two masses, one the fuselage
and the other the rotor, restrained from rotating rela-
tive to one another at the trunnions by an elastic nember,
the control systen. How closely the, periodic noment In
the c.onnectirig nenbbr approximates the periodic disturb-
ing moment depends on the ratio of the frequency of the
disturbing none.nt to tha n“atural frequency of the elastic
systen and on the amount of danping present. , It is the
periodic moaent in the connecting member, however, that
determines the periodic variation of tho stick force and
it is this periodic moment that is expressed by the coef-
ficients.

When the stick is free, the sane situation exists
except that the elastic connecting nenber is the ‘bungee
spring instead of the control systen. In this case, the
entire control system DOVCS with the hub, increasing the
effective inertia of the rotor.

The.de~ernination of the actual disturhfng nonents
applied to the rotor by the air forces would,, of course$
be desirable for comparison with theoretical calculations
of the air-farce variations. Before this determination
can be nade, however, the natural frequency and the damp-
ing of the elastic system conposed of the rotor, tho fuse-
lage, and the control system will have to be determ:lned.
As yet no satisfactory method ,of determining this natural
freqtiency and damping has been found.

CONCLUSIONS

l.”!lhe most important conponent of periodic variation
,

in the stick force of the YG-lB autogiro has,a ’frequency
of three tines the rotor speed; variations at all other /
frequencies are unimportant in comparison with that at
three tines the rotor speed.

4.
-.
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2. The amplitude of the third-harmonic variation in
stick force was +5,2 pounds longitudinally and =.2 pounds
laterally at a tip-speed ratio of 0.35. .

3. The periodic variations in stick force were negli-
gible at tip-speed ratios below 0.20.

Langlay Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Cormittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Pa., April 4, 1940.
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Tip-
speed
ratio,

M

0.218

.232

.251

.265

.284

.292

.313

.325

,356

Rotor
speed

(rpm)

199

202

203

205

206

210

212

210

212

.
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Table I ——

SUMMARY OF STICK-VIBRATION DATA

Engine
speed

(rpm)

650

700

760

800

900

950

1,000

1, I.oo

2,000

Coefficients of
longitudinal

momont

A3

3.6

4.3

7.0

6.0

14.2

7.2

8.7

12.5

20.1

*

B3

11.3

8.0

17.8

1?.6

20.5

21.8

23.4

2?.3

37.2

XL
Ae

1.5

0

.5

-1.5

2.3

-3.0

-2.0

.1

3.1

1.2

2.0

2.8

5.9

3.3

7.3

5.7

6.6

7.4

.—

Coefficients of

As

-2.1

-5.7

‘4.4

-8.8

-10.8

-20.5

-21.0

-25.0

-32.9

lateral
moment
(ft-111]

B3 A=

0.2 -o,~~

-2.1 0

-e9 -* 2

-3*5 -.8

-1.2 -1.4

-2.1 -1.6

-2.6 -2.1

1.5 -4.5

5.2 -4.1

B=

-O*2

.3

.6

1.0

.7

.3.4

-3.2

-1.3

-. 1

.
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Longitudinal force

Lateral force
Timing line

Reference line

Tip speed ratio, u = 0.218. Rotor speed = 199 rpm

. -- - >-. =—r.

- ~-

--- - -. :-T.= --- - -

w =0.251, 203 rpm P = 0.284, 206 r-pm

v = 0.313, 212 rpm

.
-.—

.,

Figure 3.-

W =

~picel records
YG-lB autogiro.

. .-.

0.356, 212 l-’yl
of periodic variation of control force.
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